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Notice 
1. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of 

semiconductor products and application examples. You are fully responsible for the incorporation or any other use of the 
circuits, software, and information in the design of your product or system. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability 
for any losses and damages incurred by you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information. 

2. Renesas Electronics hereby expressly disclaims any warranties against and liability for infringement or any other disputes 
involving patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights of third parties, by or arising from the use of Renesas 
Electronics products or technical information described in this document, including but not limited to, the product data, drawing, 
chart, program, algorithm, application examples. 

3. No license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights of 
Renesas Electronics or others. 

4. You shall not alter, modify, copy, or otherwise misappropriate any Renesas Electronics product, whether in whole or in part. 
Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any losses or damages incurred by you or third parties arising from such 
alteration, modification, copy or otherwise misappropriation of Renesas Electronics products. 

5. Renesas Electronics products are classified according to the following two quality grades: "Standard" and "High Quality". The 
intended applications for each Renesas Electronics product depends on the product’s quality grade, as indicated below. 
"Standard": Computers; office equipment; communications equipment; test and measurement equipment; audio and visual 

equipment; home electronic appliances; machine tools; personal electronic equipment; and industrial robots etc. 
"High Quality": Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.); traffic control (traffic lights); large-scale 

communication equipment; key financial terminal systems; safety control equipment; etc. 
Renesas Electronics products are neither intended nor authorized for use in products or systems that may pose a direct threat to 
human life or bodily injury (artificial life support devices or systems, surgical implantations etc.), or may cause serious property 
damages (space and undersea repeaters; nuclear power control systems; aircraft control systems; key plant systems; military 
equipment; etc.). Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any damages or losses incurred by you or third parties 
arising from the use of any Renesas Electronics product for which the product is not intended by Renesas Electronics. 

6. When using the Renesas Electronics products, refer to the latest product information (data sheets, user’s manuals, application 
notes, "General Notes for Handling and Using Semiconductor Devices" in the reliability handbook, etc.), and ensure that usage 
conditions are within the ranges specified by Renesas Electronics with respect to maximum ratings, operating power supply 
voltage range, heat radiation characteristics, installation, etc. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any 
malfunctions or failure or accident arising out of the use of Renesas Electronics products beyond such specified ranges. 

7. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of Renesas Electronics products, semiconductor 
products have specific characteristics such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use 
conditions.  Further, Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design. Please ensure to implement 
safety measures to guard them against the possibility of bodily injury, injury or damage caused by fire, and social damage in the 
event of failure or malfunction of Renesas Electronics products, such as safety design for hardware and software including but 
not limited to redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other 
appropriate measures by your own responsibility as warranty for your products/system. Because the evaluation of 
microcomputer software alone is very difficult and not practical, please evaluate the safety of the final products or systems 
manufactured by you. 

8. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility 
of each Renesas Electronics product. Please investigate applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of 
controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive carefully and sufficiently and use Renesas 
Electronics products in compliance with all these applicable laws and regulations. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all 
liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations. 

9. Renesas Electronics products and technologies shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose 
manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any applicable domestic or foreign laws or regulations. You shall not use Renesas 
Electronics products or technologies for (1) any purpose relating to the development, design, manufacture, use, stockpiling, etc., 
of weapons of mass destruction, such as nuclear weapons, chemical weapons, or biological weapons, or missiles (including 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)) for delivering such weapons, (2) any purpose relating to the development, design, 
manufacture, or use of conventional weapons, or (3) any other purpose of disturbing international peace and security, and you 
shall not sell, export, lease, transfer, or release Renesas Electronics products or technologies to any third party whether directly 
or indirectly with knowledge or reason to know that the third party or any other party will engage in the activities described 
above. When exporting, selling, transferring, etc., Renesas Electronics products or technologies, you shall comply with any 
applicable export control laws and regulations promulgated and administered by the governments of the countries asserting 
jurisdiction over the parties or transactions. 

10. Please acknowledge and agree that you shall bear all the losses and damages which are incurred from the misuse or violation of 
the terms and conditions described in this document, including this notice, and hold Renesas Electronics harmless, if such 
misuse or violation results from your resale or making Renesas Electronics products available any third party. 

11. This document shall not be reprinted, reproduced or duplicated in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of 
Renesas Electronics. 

12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document 
or Renesas Electronics products. 

(Note 1) "Renesas Electronics" as used in this document means Renesas Electronics Corporation and also includes its majority-owned 
subsidiaries. 

(Note 2) "Renesas Electronics product(s)" means any product developed or manufactured by or for Renesas Electronics. 
(Rev.3.0-1   November 2016) 
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Renesas Synergy™ Platform 

Express Logic GUIX Studio v5.4.1.1 
1. 04/26/2018 GUIX Studio release 5.4.1.1 
Fix bug in multi-theme projects where pixelmap tables are not generated in consistent alphabetical order. 

2. 04/19/2018 GUIX Studio release 5.4.1.0 
First release based on GUIX library 5.4.sp1. 

3. 03/08/2018 GUIX Studio release 5.4.0.3 
Fix bug in output file generation that assumed there are statically defined resources (project may use only binary 
resources). 

Add new selection to theme configuration dialog to allow the user to specify which themes, if any, will be statically 
defined. 

4. 03/06/2018 GUIX Studio release 5.4.0.2 
Fix bug in drawing of selection box when target view is zoomed in. 

Fix bug in shapes demo when drawing rotated text. 

Fix bug that allows user to insert GX_MENU widget into incorrect parent type. 

Fix bug that auto-generated palette is not updated when a pixelmap folder is removed. 

5. 02/19/2018 GUIX Studio release 5.4.0.1 
Improve generation of optimal palette when running in 8bpp palette mode. 

Improve creation of default palette when running in 8bpp palette mode. 

Fix bug related to executing the application within Studio (memory leak). 

6. 11/06/2017 GUIX Studio release 5.4.0.0 
Release built on GUIX library 5.4 

Add GX_STRING_SCROLL_WHEEL widget to Studio. 

Add GX_NUMERIC_SCROLL_WHEEL widget to Studio. 

Add GX_ACCORDION_MENU widget to Studio. 

Add GX_NUMERIC_PROMPT widget to Studio. 

Add GX_NUMERIC_PIXELMAP_PROMPT widget to Studio. 

Add GX_TREE_VIEW widget to Studio. 

Add application screen flow diagram editor. 

Modify project to contain screen flow diagram. 

Add trigger edit dialog. 

Add application execute directly from within Studio (no export/compile). 

Add ability to import from one project to another. 

Add "Visible at Startup" property. 

Add copy/paste multiple widgets. 

Add support for monochrome display. 

Add Studio generated event handlers to specifications file. 

Add event handler chaining to generated specifications file. 

R11UM0081EU0101 
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Fix bug related to resource names for multiple displays. 

Fix bug related to properties view field updates. 

7. 06/27/2017 GUIX Studio release 5.3.3.7 
Fix compile warning in generated code when using Synergy tools. 

Merge support for s-record format binary resource file. 

Fix bug when changing output color depth, template does not redraw correctly. 

8. 05/11/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.3.5 
Fix bug in gx_multi_line_text_view widget that causes Studio failure (does not affect normal widget operation). 

Fix bug in Studio character map logic that causes slow response when adding widgets. 

9. 05/03/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.3.4 
Fix bug in return status of function gx_studio_named_widget_create(). 

10. 04/21/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.3.3 
Fix bug in Studio-generated gx_studio_widget_create() that prevented custom event handler from receiving 
GX_EVENT_SHOW event. 

Fix to ensure template control block structure is defined in specifications.h, but template structure instance is not 
declared in specifications.c file. 

11. 04/19/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.3.2 
Fix bug in dynamically allocated widget creation code generated by Studio in the specifications file. 

Update signature of function gx_studio_widget_create(). 

Update documentation of function gx_studio_widget_create(). 

Update font rendering to improve support for hinting. 

12. 04/06/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.3.1 
Fix bug in blending pixelmap with alpha channel on Synergy target. Caused lock-up when displaying sprite frame with 
alpha < 255. 

13. 02/27/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.3.0 
Improve names of gx_drop_list properties fields. 

Add support for drop list popup wallpaper. 

Add support for drop list widget background. 

Add new smart watch demo, including support for swipe animations. 

Improve project schema to solve resource copy/paste issues when copying from one project to another. 

14. 01/31/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.2.6 
Fix bug when generating GX_SPRITE widget. 

15. 01/20/2017 GUIX Studio version 5.3.2.5 
Add support for extended Unicode characters (characters above U+10000) 

Fix bug when opening project with invalid resource tree. 

16. 12/28/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.2.4 
Add new guix_home_automation demo application. 

Add updated guix_medical demo application. 

Fix bug when resource file path is invalid, "Generating Resource File" dialog never closes. 

Fix bug when select "Generate All" with no project open causes crash. 
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Add support for 4444 a:r:g:b format on Synergy target. 

Fix bug that font rendering is rendering in monochrome mode at certain font size if source font contains bitmap glyphs. 

Fix several bugs related to saving widget propery changes. 

Fix bug that did not display target view correctly if the display pitch was not configured for a modulo 4 byte boundary. 

Fix several bugs related to multiple display support (output strings for all displays). 

17. 11/3/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.2.3 
Fix bug when deleting pixelmap from user-defined folder, pixelmap IDs are not correctly updated. 

Fix bug when generating specifications file for dynamically allocated widgets. 

18. 09/27/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.2.2 
Prevent selection of un-supported frame buffer format for Synergy target. 

Allow user to define alpha value in color editor when running in 4:4:4:4 format. 

Fix bug in drawing 4bpp anti-aliased glyph in 8bpp CLUT display driver for Synergy. 

19. 09/06/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.2.1 
Add support for generating resource files in binary format. 

Add dialog to allow user to better control resource file content. 

Add tests for widget ID and resource IDs to insure valid C syntax names. 

Add easy to use theme navigation widget at top of resource view. 

Improve support for displaying alternative themes inside Studio. 

Fix issue with copy/paste allowing duplicate widget IDs. 

Add support for user-defined whitespace in multi-line text view and edit. 

Add support for common keyboard shortcuts. 

Add line chart widget to Studio. 

20. 06/10/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.2.0 
Add support for GX_RADIAL_PROGRESS_BAR widget. 

Fix bug in edit pixelmap dialog for 8bpp palette mode causing crash. 

Fix bug which limited max string length to 280 characters. 

Update scrollbar information structure, add fields in Studio to support added information. 

Add basic line chart widget to Studio. 

Fix code generation for text alignment flags of multi-line-text-button widget. 

21. 04/29/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.1.1 
Add support for Copy/Paste between projects using Windows clipboard. 

Add support for big-endian target processor (modifies resource data format). 

Update shapes example. 

Update sprite example. 

Update simple example. 

Fix bug in resize of horizontal and vertical list children. 

Fix bug in enable/disable of sprite auto-run flag. 

Enhance support for foreign keyboard layouts. 

Change directory tree of installed examples to eliminate duplication of fonts. 
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Add MSVC 2015 project and solutions files to installation. 

22. 04/04/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.1.0 
Add support for 3:3:2 format canvas drawing. 

Add support for zoom in/ zoom out on target view. 

Add support for grid/snap options. 

Fix bug in allowing selection of incompatible pixelmap formats. 

23. 03/17/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.0.1 
Modify structure declaration to fix compiler warning for Synergy. 

24. 02/19/2016 GUIX Studio version 5.3.0 
Support template widgets. 

Support argb 4444 data and frame buffer formats. 

Fix bug in Studio command line parsing. 

Support writing pixelmap and font data to alternate resource files. 

25. 10/2/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.11 
Fix bug when displaying non-native pixelmap formats with 16/24/32 bpp display drivers. 

Force pixelmap to supported format when display color depth is modified. 

Prevent the user from attempting to include alpha-channel in output format that does not support alpha. 

Fix installer and Studio key search to allow switching users between install and executing Studio. 

Change default example programs. 

26. 9/22/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.10 
Added support for palette mode pixelmaps when running with 16/24/32bpp display drivers. 

Added tests to only allow supported pixelmap formats when creating projects for Synergy CPU. 

Added optimal palette generation code to Studio image processing. 

Added saving private palette for a pixelmap to the generated resource output. 

27. 9/11/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.9 
Added GX_CIRCULAR_GAUGE widget to GUIX Studio. 

Added new circular gauge example application. 

28. 8/19/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.8 
Fix bug in multi_line_text_view handling when string table is updated. 

Add resource size info in resource preview. 

Add user-defined data field to widget structure. 

Update code generation to support optional user-defined data field. 

Add support for Renesas RZ hardware jpg decoder. 

29. 8/13/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.7 
Fix bug in string assignment in Properties View. 

Fix bug in gx_multi_line_text_view_create. 

Fix bug in assigning string to gx_multi_line_text_view and gx_multi_line_text_input in Studio. 

30. 8/4/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.6 
Sort resources in resource view alphabetically by name. 
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Allow user to assign CPU and compiler to customize generated output. 

Allow user to select non-native pixelmap formats for certain targets. 

Add support for raw jpg and raw png output in resource file. 

Add macro record and playback feature. 

Sort pixelmaps and fonts alphabetically by name in the properties view pull-down boxes. 

31. 4/15/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.5 
Fixed bug in multi-page font baseline not being consistent. 

Fixed bug in setting 8-bpp palette mode color format. 

Fixed bug in generating 565 b:g:r order resource files. 

32. 1/16/2015 GUIX Studio version 5.2.2: 
Add support for GX_MULTI_LINE_TEXT_BUTTON widget. 

Improve granularity of undo operation related to resize and positioning of edited widget(s). 

Add support for project relative, Studio installation relative, and absolute pathnames for all resources. 

Improve speed of canceling from string table editor by removing logic to re-initialize project resources. 

Fix bug in font generation for multi-page fonts having inconsistent baseline. 

Fix bug in resource generation for ASCII strings with newline characters. 

Change GUIX library release tracking to major.minor.service_pack format. 

33. 11/24/2014  Initial GUIX Studio version 5.2 
Initial version. 
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Website and Support 
Support:  https://synergygallery.renesas.com/support 

Technical Contact Details: 

• America: https://renesas.zendesk.com/anonymous_requests/new   
• Europe: https://www.renesas.com/en-eu/support/contact.html  
• Japan: https://www.renesas.com/ja-jp/support/contact.html 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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